


In life, we are often haunted by the
shades of our personality, conflicted,

staying within the safety of conformity
versus braving the deeper, darker

unknown. Dare we visit the depths of
our being? As we call on our soul’s

experience, we engage with the darker
more daring shades that exhilarate life. 

 
Embark on this retreat to Belize with

Anamorphic Catalyst, Therèsa Fernand.
This immersive journey is the latest
eventure. An experiential awakening

realized through an expanded view. As
your experiential intuitive interpreter,

she will facilitate group think,
motivating, moving, and inspiration by
sharing knowledge, stories, thought-

provoking conversations, and
experiences, all asking you to challenge

your very belief systems. 
 
 



Discover the
Sensualist Within.
You know, the YOU that’s seeking, searching,
wanting, needing something, because you’ll
feel better in the having of it? "If this would
change, then I’ll feel better." We all look
through our own lens of experience
subconsciously succumbing to limiting beliefs
and patterns. We change jobs, partners,
residence, yet we find ourselves in constant
discontentment; unmoved, unmotivated, and
uninspired in a self-imposed cage.

Who were we before our stories? 

Theresa’s 360° approach to true
transformative healing begins in the mind.  
It tells the body how to think, feel, heal, and
grow.  Most of the time the physical body will
not even know the difference, it’s the brain
that tells you how to respond and react to a
situation, and then the body follows.  We seek
counsel, intuitive advisement, and guidance
motivated by our inherent need to feel better
under the guise that we need to fix our
brokenness and change our ways.  We are
taught to focus on the very issues that cause
the suffering, versus reaching for a new 
perspective. 

Let’s rewrite your story.



On the retreat, you will be provided with insight, tools,
and experiences equipping you with a new story, a
renewed sense of purpose to live fully self-expressed
in an expansive thought-provoking manner. You’ll do
this as we explore things through all of our senses,
experiencing sites, sounds, tastes, feelings, and the
true energy of things. Breathe in the fresh ocean air
and experience a deep connection through all of your
senses. Explore your innate wisdom and learn to tap
into it more effectively to navigate your inner being. 
This all-inclusive resort experience has been carefully
curated to provide a true sense of freedom and healing
within this beautiful island destination.

The Intimacy
Project Experience



A voyage of 
self-exploration 

through the senses.



The Retreat
Seven-night luxury

accommodations in your own

private hut over the

Caribbean water. 

Chef prepared meals and

snacks with fresh organic

ingredients.

Cultural excursions that

explore the rainforest on

horseback and ancient Mayan

chocolate making.

Immersive experience

providing insight, tools and

experiences equipping you

with a new story, a renewed

sense of purpose to live fully 

 self-expressed in an expansive

thought-provoking manner.



Seven-night immersive retreat with Anamorphic
Catalyst Evidential Psychic Medium, Therèsa
Fernand. Take this voyage of self-exploration and visit
the depth of your being through one on one and small
group experiences.

While Therèsa promises to offer an enlightening
spiritual experience, you may have someone who will
want to go on the retreat with you but may not want
to participate in the activities. That’s fine, too! They
may simply book and pay for their stay and travel
portion of the trip and join you later for some fun in
the sun. 

Arrive at the beautiful Thatch Caye Resort in Belize --
your private island getaway. Immerse yourself in
natural beauty with the casual barefoot environment.
Thatch Caye is built on building connections,
adventure, and island fun. Thatch Caye is set in
southern Belize and is located on the Caribbean
coast. Breathe in the fresh ocean air and connect with
the sea like never before. 

About Your Trip 



By navigating your inner being with Your Intuitive
Interpreter Therèsa Fernand.

Your new life is going to
cost you your old one...
REWRITE YOUR STORY. . .



As an intuitive visionary,  known for her innate
sense of people and their businesses, Therèsa has
been called a catalyst for change, helping
people get a good sense of who they truly are by
helping them discover their passion and purpose.
Therèsa has traveled and worked throughout the
country, inspiring thousands of people to connect
and live passionately. She is responsible for
executing engaging events, but also inspiring
businessmen and women to get over their fears
and go for the acquisition, apply for the promotion,
and develop their business strategy. Having
delivered excellent results for top corporations and
private businesses over the last twenty years,
Therèsa is well-versed at conceptualizing unique
experiences for all types of events.

About Therèsa



Anamorphic Catalyst 
Theresa’s readings and events are for expanded

view, meaning, what are you not seeing? What is in
your way? As an Anamorphic Catalyst (something
that alters your view), Therèsa will help you look

through a new lens to effectively navigate
uncertainty through challenging times.

 
Motivational Thought Leader

Motivate, move and inspire is the message behind
Therèsa. Throughout her work, whether a reading,

or a savvy event, she invites people to live with
intent, fully committed, and engaged in the
experience. Self-exploration, self-expression

through the senses. Do you engage fully in life?
 

Seer, Psychic, Sage
Gifted with innate abilities, Therèsa is an

evidential psychic, medium, and channel who has
read and worked with thousands of people all over
the world. Her work takes her from NY to LA, even
having spent time working in the legendary Salem,

MA. Experiences with her have not only given
peace and connection as she channels messages,
but have led to business acquisitions, real estate

development deals, and expansions. In this
experience you will have the opportunity to
engage in your own connective readings and
sessions, learning to explore and hone YOUR

OWN natural instinctive abilities.

TM


